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BHUBANESWAR:  Union  Minister  for  Schooling,  Ramesh  Pokhriyal  ‘Nishank’  attended  the  ninth 

convocation of IIT Bhubaneswar by video conferencing as Chief Visitor on Friday. 

Whereas addressing the scholars, Pokhriyal congratulated all of the graduating college students 
of the Institute and their mother and father. 

He known as upon the scholars to attempt laborious to cherish their desires regardless of 
monumental challenges to be confronted within the occasions to return. He additionally 
reminded them of to not overlook the contribution of the alma mater i.e. IIT Bhubaneswar for 
its modern educating, studying and mentoring them to the trail of success. He complimented 
the institute for the excellent wellness, educating excellence and analysis aura the institute has 
created, in response to an official launch. 



He particularly complimented the Director and his group for facilitating the cream of world 
class schooling by a number of improvements in the course of the pandemic and serving as a 
task mannequin about which the nation could be pleased with. 

On this event, the Minister inaugurated the Scholar Exercise Centre (SAC), the Play Courts, 
and the College of Humanities, Social Sciences and Administration (SHSSM) of IIT 
Bhubaneswar and added them to the nationwide infrastructure. He additionally expressed that 
the Schooling Coverage (NEP-2020) of Govt. of India will go a good distance in instilling the 
way forward for the brand new college students which is able to pave the way in which for 
holistic and multidisciplinary schooling. 

Talking on the event, Sanjay Dhotre, Minister of State for Schooling, congratulated the scholars 
and recommended the work carried out by college, college students, researchers in innovating 
completely different methods, improvements, research undertaken by them in the course of the 
course of the continued pandemic. He emphasised on the general improvement of scholars 
undertaken by IIT Bhubaneswar in the course of the course of their tutorial journey. 

https://timeslinks.com/pokhriyal-attends-9th-convocation-of-iit-bhubaneswar-times-
of-india/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


